More Than A Book Club
Well-Read Mom (WRM) is a book club for women
who want to accompany one another in reading the
classics, great books, and timeless spiritual works from
the Western and Catholic traditions. Our book selections
for each year correspond to the themes of a woman’s
life: mother, daughter, sister, friend, worker, pilgrim, and
contemplative.

We invite you to join a movement
of women changing the culture
one book at a time!

How It Works
‘Year of the Pilgrim’ materials make it easy to follow
along in a group or on your own. They include:
•

The Reading Companion with author biographies,
book reflections, and discussion questions

•

Monthly audio resources to enrich your reading and
group discussions

•

Our Winter Bundle with interviews and articles to
help us go deeper into this year’s selections

•

The summer Newsletter which is filled with readers’
letters and summer book suggestions.
Earlybird Bonus!

Register by August 1st, 2017 and receive a Bonus Short
Story Bundle with audio and PDF resources for studying
“The Necklace,” a light, fun, yet meaningful read to share
on your front porch or patio this summer (or whenver you’d
like!). After August 1st, the bundle will be available for
purchase only on our website.

What Women Are Saying
“Could a book club for moms change the world one
reader at a time? I think that’s exactly what is happening.
This is not just a way to spend my limited free time. It
is a way to improve my life. It makes me a better, more
thoughtful person. When I’m a better, more thoughtful
person, I am a better, more thoughtful mother, and my
children can only benefit from that. I’m not sure that
“better mothering through book clubs” is a thing yet, but
if it’s not, it has to be on the rise, thanks in large part to
WRM.” - Abbey Dupuis

Need Financial Assistance?
Scholarships are available. Please inquire by writing to us:
support@wellreadmom.com before August 1st.
Learn More & Stay Connected

Send $39.95 to:
Well-Read Mom • P.O. Box 502 • Ironton, MN 56455
Name: ___________________________________

Visit our website at www.wellreadmom.com and sign up for
our newsletter to stay in the loop!

Email: ___________________________________

Membership Matters

Home Address: ___________________________

We want all women who participate in Well-Read Mom
to enjoy our beautiful printed resources and access to the
website. When you join WRM, you’re not just receiving
a product, you’re joining and supporting a movement of
women who want to “read more, read well!”

__________________________________________
Leading a group?

___ Yes

___ No

* Leaders receive extra help throughout the year

Group open to new members? ___ Yes

___ No

Or register online at www.WellReadMom.com

